Assuming the axiom of constructibility, points in closed discrete subspaces of certain normal spaces can be simultaneously separated. This is a partial result towards the normal Moore space conjecture.
The normal Moore space conjecture states that every normal Moore space is metrizable. This is known to be not provable from the usual axioms of set theory, since Silver [4] shows that Martin's axiom with the negation of CH implies the existence of a separable nonmetrizable normal Moore space.
In this paper we consider the situation under Gödel's axiom of constructibility {V = L).
Bing [l] shows that a normal Moore space is metrizable iff it is collectionwise normal. Moore spaces have character XQ (i.e. are first countable).
The following is then a partial result towards proving the normal Moore space conjecture in L.
Theorem (V = L). If X is a normal Hausdorff space of character < X., then X is collectionwise Hausdorff. For singular k of cofinality XQ (cf(k) = X ), CWH(k) follows from (*) and the induction hypothesis. Henceforth, we will implicitly assume CWH(A) for X< K.
Definition

Definition.
A set C C k is cub (closed, unbounded) iff C is unbounded and closed in the order topology.
A set A C k is stationary (alternatively, Mahlo) iff A n C /= 0 for all cub C. It is easy to show that the intersection of 2 (in fact, of < cí(k)) cub sets is cub, hence the intersection of a cub set and a stationary set is stationary.
Cub sets can also be characterized as follows. For B C k, define B {a.)
to be the greatest ß £ B such that ß <&, ii such a ß exists. Define a -^ß ß iff a n B = ß O B so that B*{a) = B*{ß) if defined. Then B is closed iff B (a) is always defined, and B is unbounded iff each ~" equivalence class has cardinality < k.
To simplify notation, assume that k is an arbitrary closed discrete subset of X, so that if we separate k we may conclude CWH(k). For f: k-> a>., let /"(a) be the /(a)th basis set at the point a. Then any separation U, V of H, K C k has a refinement that is coded by an /: k -> a>.
• Let W'a = \J\fniß): ß < a}.
We will go through k assigning points to H and K, considering initial segments W1 of potential separations, and destroying them if we can. For regular k we will assume that k C X witnesses 1 CWH(k), and conclude from Lemma 1 that each / can be destroyed on a stationary set. Then using the combinatorial principle (Lemma 2) to tell us which / to consider at stage a, the normality of X, thus establishing CWH(k).
Lemma 1. Either A , = |a < k : W' n k / a\ is stationary for all f: k -» a), or the points in k can be simultaneously separated.
Proof. If A , is not stationary, there is a cub C such that a £ C implies "/ n k = a. This means that there is a g so that g"(a) n f {ß) = 0 for all ß < C (a). By the induction hypothesis there is an h so that a -\-c ß implies hU{a)n ¿>"(/3) = 0. Then /#(a)n g#(a)n A#(a) separates the points of k.
Define a stationary system to be a function A: À -> P{k) such that k > X, A, is stationary for every /, and (**) /7a = gra ->A n (a+ 1) = Ag n (a + l).
By (**), a e A is meaningful whenever dom(/) D a-ff K cannot be separated, then the A defined in Lemma 1 is a stationary system.
Lemma 2 (V = L). // A is a stationary system and k is regular, then there is a $: S C k -♦ (J Í aa, a < k ¡ sz/cA íeaí: (i) 0(a): a -» a. Thus for aeP', (/" H a, CQ n a) is <-least such that 1 and 2 hold. If a e C'n A, , 3 holds as well, so <5(a) = / T a, a contradiction.
' o Lemma 3 {V = L). CWH(A) for all X < k implies CWH(k) for regular k.
Proof. Define H, K, Ufa, Vfa by induction on a.
Ufa= \J\f*{ßhß<a, ße H\, v'a = \J\f*iß): ß < a, /S e K}.
Then Wfa = Ufa U V^. Suppose ß has been placed in H or K for all ß < a. One of the ways that the regularity of k is vitally used in the above proof is in the proof of Lemma 3, where C" shows that our arbitrary ordering of a subset of X does not matter. We will use the following definitions to consider various orders on subsets of singular k. Let S C kC X, and let p: S -> k be one-to-one. The following depend on S and p. Redefine W'a as Ui/#(j6): p{ß)< a and ß £ S\, and let Dfa=Wfa n\ß:p{ß)>a and ß £ S\.
Call / thick wrt S, p if there is an a such that card D'a > a; f is thin if not.
Lemma 4 (GCH). For every S, p there is an f thin wrt S, p.
Proof. If not, we can repeat the argument of Lemma 3 to show X is not normal. Define H and K by induction using p and the Gô'del pairing function a (-» p.., a2), which has the property that a < max(a+, a+). Lemma 5 (GCH). CWH(A) for all X < k implies CWH(k) for k > cf(x) > XQ.
Proof. Define S., p., /;, for i £ co, inductively. Let SQ = k, pQ the
